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AndriAnnA ShAmAriS inc. is a 
direct import furniture design company with an expertise in organic 
wood, specifically serving the architecture, design and hospitality 
communities, as well as the public.

Outstanding natural forms of aged and reclaimed teak, tamarin, sono 
and iron wood are sourced from around the world. These pieces are 
available in custom sizes and finishes and can be modified according to 
client specification.

We are viewed as the authority on 
modern organic furniture by the industry.

Hailed as “The Furniture Hunter” by the New York Times, 

Andrianna Shamaris is viewed as the leader in modern 

organic furniture among architects, interior designers, stylists and 

celebrities around the world.
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AnTiQUE rAFFLES dAYBEd
SHOWN: 84” W  x 48” D. 

AnTiQUE hAnd-cArVEd 
PAnEL FrOm TOrAJA
SHOWN: 36”W x 36”D. 
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As part of our antique collection, we 

take antique pieces and add shell inlay. 

You saw it here first!  

THE ANTIQUE 
COLLECTION
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AnTiQUE rAFFLES inFLUEncE SidE TABLE 
wiTh FULL ShELL
SHOWN: 29”DIA x 27”H. 
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AnTiQUE cOLOniAL SidE TABLE wiTh ShELL
SHOWN: 35”DIA x 29.5”H. 
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AnTiQUE cOLOniAL SidE TABLE wiTh ShELL
SHOWN: 34”DIA x 29”H. 
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AnTiQUE TEAK chAir wiTh ShELL inLAY
SHOWN: 18”W x 12”D x 13”H”. 
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LOw TEAK cOLOniAL chAir

AnTiQUE rAFFLES dAYBEd
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cUSTOm-mAdE ShELL inLAY 
PiVOTEd dOOrS

AnTiQUE rAFFLES dininG TABLE  
And chAirS
 
PrimiTiVE BEnch And 
LArGE ShELL inLAY BASKET
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cUSTOm-mAdE nATUrALLY AGEd 
TEAK PiVOTEd dOOrS
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AnTiQUE rAFFLES cOnSOLE TABLE
SHOWN: 74.5”L x 33”D x 29”H
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WABI -SABI 
COLLECTION

Wabi-Sabi is a Japanese philosophy that beauty can 
be found in imperfection and impermanence. It’s a 
beauty of things modest and humble. It’s a beauty of 
things unconventional. It is the opposite of vulgarity. 
The costs of achieving this kind of minimalism are 
seemingly inconsistent with its mission of aesthetic 
humility. This kind of luxury is for a select few: The 
Emperor of Japan had a wabi garden. Wabi is for 
people who already have a lot.
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AnTiQUE cArVinG
SHOWN: 91” H. This antique carving from Toraja symbolizes the 
protection of the home and was used as an exterior panel.  
Set on a modern steel base.
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wABi-SABi BEnch 
SHOWN: 46” X 14” X 15” H. Antique bench made from 
a single teak slab with beautiful characteristics. 
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wABi-SABi BEnch/cOFFEE TABLE 
SHOWN: 86” L X 16.5” W X 14” H. Antique bench/coffee table 
carved from a beautiful teak slab.
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wABi-SABi SidE TABLE 
SHOWN: 39.5” X 31” X 31.5″ H. Naturally aged teak.

AnTiQUE cOLOniAL SidE TABLE 
SHOWN: 30″ D X 22.5″ H. Naturally aged teak. 
The top is a single teak section. Hand carved 
with two shelves.
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wABi-SABi dininG TABLE 
SHOWN: 77″ x 48″ W x 32″ H. Naturally aged 
teak. Beautiful patina on this stunning antique 
dining table with hand carved legs. The top 
consists of two slabs.

AnTiQUE cOLOniAL SidE TABLE 
SHOWN: 22” x 21” x 27″ H. Antique colonial table 
with a single added shell in the center.
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THE TR IPLE  BURNT 
COLLECTION

TriPLE BUrnT cOLLEcTiOn 
SHOWN: Side table, 19”DIA x 16”H.
Iron wood burnt three times and sealed.  
Many shapes and sizes available.

I could make up a pretentious story 

about how I was ‘inspired by the 

volcanoes in Sumatra,’ but...do you 
want to know the truth? 

I was planning on developing my St. 

Barts Collection, which requires a lot 

of sunlight and dry weather. I planned 

an entire trip to be in Indonesia during 

the dry season, and it wouldn’t stop 

raining! One day I just grabbed a blow 

torch to dry the wood and burnt it. I 

sanded it, burnt it again and again and 

the Triple Burnt Collection was born.  
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 The Triple Burnt Collection represents a unique line 

of modern furniture made from solid organic wood. 

Burnt three times to produce a rich, charcoal finish 

with impressive depth-a result unachievable using 

standard stains and finishes. A perfect combination 

of modern and organic.
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TriPLE BUrnT cOLLEcTiOn 
Iron and teak wood burnt three times and 
sealed. Many shapes and sizes available. 
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I have been working with local families 

and creating opportunities in these small 

communities for over 20 years. As you 

can imagine, I am very much immersed in their 

culture and have formed  strong relationships.
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THE CRACKED RES IN
COLLECTION
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TEAK & crAcKEd rESin End TABLE
SHOWN: 12” x 12” x 20”H.  
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TEAK & crAcKEd cOcKTAiL TABLE
SHOWN: 24” D x 20” H. Espresso teak with amethyst resin. 
Custom sizes and colors are available.

The Cracked Resin Collection is a revolutionary 

line of modern coffee tables, side tables and 

dining tables made from organic teak and resin. 

The natural groves of the reclaimed teak are 

infused with resin that is cracked 

to achieve a unique quartz crystal effect. Original 

design pioneered by Andrianna Shamaris. 
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TEAK & crAcKEd rESin cOFFEE TABLE
SHOWN: 28” x 28” x 16”H. Espresso teak and amethyst resin. 
Custom sizes and colors are available.
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TEAK & crAcKEd rESin TABLE wiTh BASE
SHOWN: 24” x 24” x 16” H. Espresso and clear cracked resin. 
Custom sizes and colors are available.
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TEAK & crAcKEd rESin SidE TABLE
SHOWN: 16” x 16” x 20”H. Natural teak and clear 
cracked resin. Custom sizes and colors are available.
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TEAK & crAcKEd rESin cUBE
SHOWN: 12” x 12” x 18”H. Custom sizes 
and colors are available.
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HIGH QUALITY 
PETRIF IED WOOD 

COLLECTION
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We have an ever-evolving collection 

of high-quality petrified wood, 

extending over two decades.
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We source the highest quality petrified wood available. 

Each piece is hand-selected and highly polished 

with minimal cracks. Petrified wood is 
extremely versatile – even great inside a 

bathroom shower. Perfect as a cocktail table, side table 

or clustered as a coffee table. We can also custom 

large slabs for counter tops, dining or coffee tables.
7170
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We only select the best and most 

beautiful pieces.
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PALm PETriFiEd wOOd 
SHOWN: 15” D X 11” H. 

Petrified palm wood is something new we 

are offering. The colors are fabulous. Unique piece 

due to the beautiful coral color. The top is polished to 

a high gloss and the sides are left natural.
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THE ST .  BARTS 
COLLECTION

ST. BArTS cOFFEE TABLE
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ST. BArTS cOFFEE TABLE 
SHOWN: White wash with aqua resin.

The St. Barts Collection  features an exciting new 
line of organic white wash and natural weathered 
teak furniture. The reclaimed teak is bleached and 
left to bake in the sun and sea salt air for over a 
year to achieve this unique finish. Select pieces are 
infused with a brilliant aqua resin that is cracked 
to achieve a unique quartz crystal effect. The final 
result evokes imagery of the white sand beaches 
and brilliant aqua waters of the famous French 
Caribbean Island.
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ST. BArTS cOFFEE TABLE 
SHOWN: 30” X 30” X 16” H.  
Custom sizes available. 
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SHOWN: 58” x 43” x 17″ H. 
Bleached teak with the new pale blue resin.

SHOWN: 39” X 35” X 16″ H. 
Bleached teak with the new pale blue resin.
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OrGAnic TEAK BASE
Custom sizes available.
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MADE IN  NEW YORK 
COLLECTION

Slabs are hand selected with care. We only 

select the best. We now produce dining 

tables in NYC and can custom any size, 

style or stain.

INTRODUCING THE

ESPrESSO STAinEd chErrY wOOd TABLE
SHOWN: 120” X 40” W. With solid bronze legs. 
Custom sizes and stains available.
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The dining table tops are designed with a straight 

modern edge or with an organic live edge.  
All different, all unique.

cLArA wALnUT TABLE
SHOWN: 150” X 59” W. Natural walnut with solid bronze legs. 
Custom sizes and stains available.
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mALiBU rESin
SHOWN: 48” DIA X 29” H. Black walnut legs with handmade resin coated top. 
Custom sizes and colors are available.
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Organic. The New Modern.
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SinGLE TEAK SLAB cOFFEE TABLE
SHOWN: 100”L x 29”W x 14”H.
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SinGLE TEAK SOFA 
SHOWN: 108” L X 46” D. 
Custom sizes and finishes available.
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mOdErn TEAK dininG TABLE 
SHOWN: 156” X 46” W X 30” H. 
Custom sizes and stains available. 
Natural teak with an oil finish. Perfect for 
indoor or outdoor living.
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OrGAnic TEAK cUBE
SHOWN: 18” x 18” x 20”H. Many sizes available.
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OrGAnic TEAK VESSEL
SHOWN: chestnut stained 
and dark brown cerused
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ORGANIC TEAK BOWL 
SHOWN: 24” D. Many shapes and sizes available.
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AnTiQUE indiGO PiLLOwS
We have a large collection of antique textiles 
from Africa and Sumatra that we turned into 
beautiful pillows.
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AnTiQUE GOAT SKin cOnTAinErS
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AnTiQUE wATEr BUFFALO
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AnTiQUE TriBAL nEcKLAcE
SHOWN: With coconut shell inlay. 
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OrGAnic TEAK SidE TABLE

AnTiQUE cOcOnUT ShELL BOwLS

Our clients are not shopping for pieces...

they are collecting pieces.
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OrGAnic chESTnUT SidE TABLE
SHOWN: 20”DIA x 21”H. 
All one of a kind, large collection available. 
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STEEL BUTTErLY TABLE
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TEAK BUTTErFLY TABLE
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minimAL TEAK BEnch
SHOWN: 63”L x 20” D x 16”H x 4” thick solid teak top.  
Custom sizes and stains available.
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TULiP STOOL
SHOWN: 23” x 20”H. 
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hAnd-cArVEd BEVELEd TEAK STOOL
SHOWN: 12”DIA x 18”H. Natural teak with erosion finish. 
Custom sizes and finishes available. 
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Everything beautiful – from rice terraces in Bali to Central Park. 
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Available Internationally

ANDRIANNA SHAMARIS
N E W  Y OR K
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212-388-9898

info@andriannashamarisinc.com

261 Spring St, New York, NY 10013


